The Radiation and Technology Demonstration (RTD) Mission has the primary objective of demonstrating high-power (10 kilowatts) electric thruster technologies in Earth orbit. This paper discusses the conceptual design of the RTD spacecraft photovoltaic (PV) power system and mission performance analyses. These power system studies assessed multiple options for PV arrays, battery technologies and bus voltage levels. To quantify performance attributes of these power system options, a dedicated Fortran code was developed to predict power system performance and estimate system mass. The lowthrust mission trajectory was analyzed and important Earth orbital environments were modeled. Baseline power system design options are recommended on the basis of performance, mass and riskhomplexity. Important findings from parametric studies are discussed and the resulting impacts to the spacecraft design and cost.
INTRODUCTION
Various electric propulsion systems have been flying on spacecraft since the 1960's'. Because of their low mass and high specific impulse (Isp), electric propulsion systems are being baselined on an ever increasing number of missions. To keep mission trip times manageable, higher thrust levels are desirable with an attendant increase in spacecraft power level. Power levels in the 10's of kilowatts (kW) 2,394, 100's of kW5 and even 1000's of kW6s7p8 have been proposed to operate electric thruster systems.
To enhance the flight readiness of high power electric propulsion systems, the Radiation and Technology Demonstration (RTD) Missiong is under joint study by three NASA Centers: Johnson Space Center, Goddard Space Flight Center and Glenn Research Center. This Earth-orbiting mission, that may launch on the Space Shuttle within the next 5 years, has the primary objective of demonstrating high-power (10 kW) electric thruster technologies. Secondary scientific objectives include: better characterization of Earth's Van Allen trapped radiation belts, measurement of shielding effectiveness for human protection from trapped radiation and galactic cosmic radiation, measurement of radiation effects on advanced solar cells, demonstration of radiation tolerant microelectronics and measurement of the interactions between the spacecraft and its ambient environment.
The 1500-kilogram (wet) RTD spacecraft, shown in Figure 1 , consists of a spacecraft bus, the Hall thruster on top, the VAriable Specific Impulse Magnetoplasma Rocket (VASIMR) thruster system" on the bottom and a microsatellite stowageldeployment system located in the spacecraft midsection. The spacecraft bus includes a solar Electric Power System (EPS) that is dominated by two deployable, rectangular photovoltaic array wings with single-axis Solar Array Drive Assemblies (SADAs) for solar tracking. This paper will discuss the RTD mission trajectory analysis, the conceptual design of the RTD spacecraft photovoltaic (PV) EPS and predicted EPS mission performance for the various power system options. Baseline solar EPS design options are recommended on the basis of performance, mass and riskkomplexity. Important findings from parametric studies are discussed and the resulting impacts to the spacecraft design and cost.
MISSION TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS
The two mission scenarios presented herein represent the latest iteration in the design process whereby spacecraft mass and mission duration are traded for scientific and research objectives. During the proposed mission duration of about 270 days, the RTD spacecraft spirals outward from the Shuttledeployed, circular low Earth orbit. During the planar spiral out at an orbit inclination of 28.45" or 51.6", four microsatellites will be deployed to provide simultaneous radiation measurements of various Van Allen belt locations. By the phased operation of the 10 kW Hall thruster and 10 kW VASIMR, the RTD spacecraft will attain an orbit radius greater than 5 Earth radii. The Hall thruster, because of its lower specific impulse (Isp), produces relatively short Government has a royalty-&ee license to exercise all rights under the copyright claimed herein for Governmental Purposes. All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner." transfer times while requiring more propellant whereas the VASIMR thruster, with its very high Isp, produces very long transfer times and uses very little propellant. To control mission cost, the overall mission must be performed in no more than one year. All of these competing needs have produced a mission that is at best a compromise. Mission requirements and thruster system performance for RTD are summarized in Table 1 .
Trajectory analysis for this kind of mission is iiitially rather straight forward. Using Edelbaum's expression for optimal minimum time transfer between circular orbits, one can compute the velocity increment, AV, to transfer from an initial circular orbit with velocity V1 to a final circular orbit with velocity Vz while performing a plane change of Ai: These expressions demonstrate the inherent synergism between the spacecraft trajectory, eleciric propulsion performance and power system performance.
To estimate the impact of shadowing and launch date on the performance, the computer program SEPSPOT" was used. This program uses orbital averaging and solves for the minimum time trajectory between two closed conic orbits. This combination of resources, namely spread sheets which incorporate the above expressions and the SEPSPOT program, permits the determination of preliminary mission durations and altitudes at which to switch fkom one thruster to another. This allows one to simulate a mission in much more detail and fidelity. The results presented herein were derived from trajectories generated using the Glenn Research Center's high fidelity integrator SNAP which incorporates an eighth order Runge-Kutta integrator, the AE8 and Ap8 trapped radiation models", and the JPL DE403 Ephemeris file of the solar system. Earth shadow crossings were precisely modeled and an eighth order earth gravity model was used along with solar and lunar gravitational effects. The vehicle was assumed to steer with tangential steering, but no attempt was made to remove eccentricity that accumulates because of discontinuous thrusting when crossing into and out of shadow regions. It was further assumed that the EPS provided a constant 10 kW of power to the thrusters during orbit sun times. The microsat masses were jettisoned at the prescribed altitudes at perigee.
SDacecraft Flight Mode
The nominal flight mode has the RTD spacecraft thruster-axis in the orbit plane and tangent to the orbit ellipse. The solar array wings are perpendicular to the orbit plane and rotate about a single axis. This nominal flight mode is used for absolute solar beta angles, [PI, less than 25", where p is the angle between the orbit plane and Earth-Sun line. During this flight mode, solar array cosine pointing losses are limited to 9%.
For IpI greater than 25", the spacecraft switches to a so-called "yaw-steerin I' flight mode utilized by several other ~pacecraft'~-'~. For the RTD spacecraft, the flight mode is more properly called "roll-steering" as the spacecraft rolls about the thruster axis (maintained in plane and tangent to the orbit ellipse).
This type of spacecraft steering was studied for a solar electric transfer vehicle mission". Using momentum wheels, the spacecraft is rolled through an angle 12(9O"-IpI) in one-half orbit period. The combined spacecraft roll angle and single axis SADA rotation enables sun-tracking array pointing. The implications of this flight mode for spacecraft attitude control system (ACS) design will be discussed later in the paper.
EPS DESIGN OPTIONS
Photovoltaic Array Nine different PV array design options were evaluated and are briefly described in Table 2 Enerev Storage Both nickel-hydrogen (NiH2) individual pressure vessel and prismatic lithium ion battery cell technologies were considered to fulfill energy storage requirements.
Cell properties, such as charge/discharge voltage limits, dimensions, mass, and operating temperature range, were obtained fiom typical values found in commercial battery product data sheets (see Table 3 ). For this mission, a modest 1000-cycle cell life was required. Cells were seriesconnected and housed in an aluminum containment box to afford environmental protection and enhance thermal control. PMAD Architecture. Loads and Power Reauirements End-of-mission power system requirements included 10 kW of sun time power delivered to the electric thruster Power Processing Unit (PPU) input and 0.4 kW delivered to spacecraft loads continuously through sun and eclipse times. The maximum eclipse time for this mission was 1.14 hrs. This translated to an energy storage requirement of 0.46 kW-hrs exclusive of system losses. Power system reliability and fault-tolerance requirements have not been yet specified. As such, the Power Management And Distribution (PMAD) architecture does not include design features to address these operational requirements.
The direct energy transfer, direct current (DC) power distribution architecture, as shown in Figure 2 , provides sun time regulated primary power for the operating thruster and for battery charging. Sun time and eclipse time regulated secondary power at 28 VDC is provided to the spacecraft loads. The power generation of each solar array wing (discussed in detail below) is controlled by a sequentially-shunted, pulse-width-modulated, Array Regulator Unit (ARU). Approximately 5.5 kW is transferred from each solar array wing through the ARU and is paralleled at the input of the Main Distribution Panel (MDP). The MDP contains all of the associated fault detection and isolation hardware for the individual power feeds to the vehicle loads, the capability to isolate solar arrays, the required power supply and control processor. Primary distribution bus set point voltages of 120 VDC, 50 VDC and 28 VDC were assessed. These voltage levels were chosen to allow use of existing components (120-V space station, 28-V typical satellites) or to match the operating voltage, 50-V, of the VASIMR radio frequency plasma generators".
Grounding of the system negative return will be made in the MDP. The switchgear used in the MDP will be similar to those used in Space Station hardware, which uses a 120 VDC secondary architecture. The MDP power supply will receive input power from the MDP power bus and from the vehicle battery for the eclipse portions of the orbit. Isolation between the two feeds will be provided for.
RTD vehicle and experiment load power will be provided using a proven design similar to that used for the Microwave Anisotropy Probe mission27. The Power System Enclosure (PSE) will provide power conditioning, switching, SADA control, fault detection and isolation for vehicle subsystems and instrumentation. It will accept power from the MDP to charge the battery and to power loads through a DC-to-DC converter unit.
Each of the vehicle's two thrusters is shown with an accompanying PPU. The PPU will be used to condition the input power to the voltage/current requirements of the various loads associated with the thruster. The PPU will consist of converters with the ability to isolate failed components of the thruster and isolate load effects from the vehicle power system. Thruster startup and maintenance power will be provided via 28 VDC secondary power. The actual power requirements for these loads and their number have yet to be determined.
PMAD cable sizes were selected based on the assumed number of vehicle loads, run lengths, number of parallel conductors (two-hot, two-two ground), operating temperature (100OC). The sizes shown in the power architecture (Figure 2) were selected based on the assumed load power requirements. Those shown were rated using th.e Mil-W-22759D specification for cables in haid vacuum and current derating due to bundling.
ANALYSIS & COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
To assess the relative merits of these PV array and PMAD design options, a dedicated Fortran code was developed to predict power system performance and estimate system mass. EPS component design and mission information are read in via data input files. Mission data, provided at 15-minute intervals throughout the 270-day mission, include spacecraft positiodvelocity, Sun/Earth angles, orbit sudeclipse indicator, insolation strength and local radiation fluences. This information is used to calculate environmental heating rates, solar cell equivalent radiation and solar cell micrometeoroid / orbital debris damage area30-34.
EPS performance analysis is performed in a timestepping, load-driven fashion. Based on load demand and setpoint voltages, PMAD system currents and voltages are calculated for the current time step. Component and cable losses are calculated based on input resistances, diode voltage drops and converter efficiency (if present). PV array string current is iteratively determined to satisfy solar cell and ARU voltage and current constraints. The number of string series-connected solar cells is determined iteratively such that cell operating voltage becomes no larger than maxi" power voltage throughout the mission. The number of strings per wing is also determined iteratively such that minimum number of shunted strings is < 3. This minimizes array area while ensuring that the ARU can maintain sun tirne voltage regulation throughout the mission. Solar cell electrical performance is modeled using, a single exponential current-voltage (IV) function that is adjusted for operating temperature, illumination intensity, PV array sun pointing error and flatness, coverslide transmittance, environmental degradation and cell mismatch. Solar cell 1V operating point and temperature are iteratively determined. Cell operating temperature is calculated using a lumpmass, transient thermal model accounting for environmental heatingkooling, electrical power extraction and interconnect wiring o h c heating. Array area is calculated as the total solar cell area divided by a packing factor, 0.85. A wing length-towidth ratio of 6 was selected to obtain a width of approximately 2-m that corresponds to the approximate length of the spacecraft microsat storage section (see Figure 1) .
The battery is sized based on the input design characteristics of Table 3 . These inputs are used to calculate the number of cells, cell capacity, design Depth-Of-Discharge (DOD), design charge/discharge rates and trickle charge rate. For mission analysis, the battery charge and discharge rates are determined based on the required load, battery charge and discharge efficiencies and the orbit sun and eclipse time. For orbits with little or no eclipse period, the battery charge current is set to a trickle charge value (C/50).
The temperature of several EPS components is also calculated using a simplified, lumped-mass transient model. Calculated values of component power dissipation and environmental heating are used to determine operating temperature and the required thermal control heating or cooling to satisfy operating temperature limits.
Mass Estimation PV array mass was comprised of panels, structures/mechanis"iscellaneous, power hamess and the SADA. Panel masses were calculated for each array option based on panel layer material thicknesses, densities and areal fractions (see Table  2 ). Array structure and mechanism masses were estimated to be 10% of the panel mass (for rigid concepts), 0.6 kg/m2 for deployable mast concepts and 0.3 kgIm2 for multi-gore concepts. Power harness mass was based on a commercial flat ribbon design sued for 3% voltage drop. The SADA mass was based on a commercial product. The battery mass was calculated to be 1.1 times the cell mass to account for cell interconnects, by-pass diodes, cell voltage control (Li-ion only), cell heaters, the containment box and connectors. PMAD component masses were based on scaling ISS EPS component masses and power levels: ARU (2 kgkW), MDP (2 kg/kW), and PSE (9 kgkW). Cable conductor masses, from Mil-W-22759D, were multiplied by 1.1 to account for insulation mass. PMAD component and battery thermal control were achieved via thermal control coatings (no mass assumed) and electric resistance heaters (included in component masses).
MISSION PERFORMANCE RESULTS
Selected mission and EPS performance analysis results are discussed in this section for an initial baseline EPS design and orbit defined as follows: Figure 3 shows the spacecraft orbit altitude throughout the 270-day mission. Lack of smoothness in this curve was due to a small buildup of orbit eccentricity (about 5%) that resulted from only thrusting during orbit sunlight periods. Solar array wing power is shown in Figure 4 . The top curve shows the full wing power with no strings shunted while the bottom curve shows power delivered by the array through the ARU to the MDP. The difference between the two curves was the power shunted in the ARU. Most of the power degradation occurred between mission days 50 and 100 while the spacecraft was passing through the trapped radiation proton belts. As shown in Figure 5 , during this period of time, most of the solar cell current capability was reduced due to radiation degradation. Other current reducing factors are also shown on Figure 5 . Similar behavior was seen with solar cell voltage degradation, i.e. the largest degradation mechanism was radiation damage.
The ratio of solar cell operating voltage, Vop, to maximum power voltage, Vmp, is displayed in Figure 6 . At the mission start, the ratio ran at about 0.9 since the number of series solar cells must be oversized for degradation. After receiving the bulk of radiation damage, the voltage ratio approached 1.0. Thereafter, it decreases slightly as array temperatures cooled off with increasing spacecraft altitudes and solar cell voltage capability was improved. Figure 7 . The solar array operated at suntime temperatures of about 47°C at the mission start to 35°C at mission end. Array eclipse temperatures reached -120°C 90-days into the mission at orbit altitudes of about 7000 km. Thereafter, the spacecraft did not encounter eclipse periods. PMAD components remained within a modest temperature envelope: 0°C to 75°C at the mission start and 5°C to 10°C at mission end.
EPS component temperatures are given in

PARAMETRIC STUDY RESULTS
Parametic studies were performed to assess EPS performance and mass versus several system design options and mission operation options. The primary objectives of these studies were to minimize spacecraft mass and to quantify impacts of various mission operation scenarios. The parametric trade space is shown in Table 4 . The initial baseline EPS design and orbit were defined in the previous section. These items were used in the following parametic studies unless noted otherwise.
Coverslide Thickness
The first parametric study conducted was EPS mass versus solar cell coverslide thickness. Coverslide thickness affects many properties including radiation shielding, transmittance, solar cell operating efficiency, solar array panel areal mass and thermal capacitance and solar cell operating temperature. Thus, an iterative EPS sizing and performance analysis must be performed for each case of coverslide thickness to ensure power requirements are met. The normalized results from EPS sizing analyses are shown in Figure 8 .
EPS mass (and solar array mass) was minimized with a 1 0-mil coverslide thickness. Greater thicknesses decreased the solar cell Damage Equivalent Normally Incident (DENI) mission fluence of 1-MeV electrons, decreased array area and increased cell beginning-oflife (BOL) operating efficiency, i.e. the cell operating voltage was closer to the maximum power point voltage. However, these benefits came at the expense of greater EPS mass. Thus, a 10-mil coverslide thickness was baselined.
As an aside, the optimum coverslide thickness for GaAs cells mounted to a flexible substrate, with lower backside shielding than that of rigid panels, would be thicker. Also, if silicon cells were assumed, the effective transmittance loss of hcker coverslides would be reduced since most transmission losses are in the blue region away from the peak spectral response of silicon cells. This effect would lead to greater optimum coverslide thicknesses for silicon cells compared to GaAs cells.
Photovoltaic Arrav Technolow EPS sizing analyses were performed for the baseline design and mission operation conditions for each of the nine solar array options. Results are shown in Table 5 . The baseline EPS had a mass of 258 kg comprised of a 167 kg array, 36 kg NiH2 battery and a 55 kg PMAD system. The solar array had two wings, each with an area of 24.9 m2.
The lowest EPS mass, 180 kg, and lowest solar array mass, 89 kg, were provided by option 7 (flexible panel, flexible concentrator, GaAs cells). A power system mass savings 78 kg over the baseline design was achieved. Option 2 (rigid panel with side reflectors, GaAs cells) and option 8 (flexible gore, GaAs cells) were also strong low-mass contenders with EPS masses of 188 kg and 195 kg, respectively.
The highest EPS masses, 298 kg and 313 kg, were obtained with options 4 and 9, respectively, which both use high efficiency silicon cells. During the mission, these solar cells received a very high radiation dose ( 4~1 0 '~ eIcm2). This dictated that the array had to be oversized considerably to make-up for radlation degradation losses. For this reason, crystalline silicon cells are not a good choice for the RTD mission.
The smallest array wing area, 23.5 m2, was obtained with option 6 (rigid panel, rigid concentrator, G.aAs cells). The option had the highest areal mass and provided excellent radiation shielding for the solar cells, i.e. dose of only 2xlOI4 elcm2. As such, cell radiation losses were small and array oversizing was minimal. The option 2 array (rigid panel, :side reflectors, GaAs cells) had the smallest solar cell panel area. However, when including the area of the side reflectors, the wing frontal area increased to 29.5 m2 which was the largest of the array options using GaAs cells.
The option 5 array (amorphous SiGe thin film cells on stainless steel) did not provide a design solution for this mission. The reason for this was twofold: high radiation degradation and high operating temperature. Both of these factors lowered the cell operating efficiency to below 3% at 150-days into the 270-day mission. At this point, stable solar cell string operation could not be obtained. At the expense of added mass, the thin film panel could be encapsulated with a fluoropolymer to provide radiation shielding and improve surface emittance to lower cell operating temperature. In the longer term, alternative thin film technologies, such as Cu(In,Ga)Se2 or Cu(In,Ga)S2 on a polymer substrate, promise higher stable conversion efficiencies, greater radiation tolerance and lower areal mass compared to three-junction amorphousSiGe thin film cells on a stainless steel substrate. An excellent assessment of the benefits of thin film photovoltaic arrays was reported by Hoffman35.
Batterv Technolow Preliminary battery designs were developed based on NiH2 and Li ion cell technologies. Design results are shown in Table 6 . The Li ion cell option provided a 23 kg battery mass savings over the NiH2 cell option in addition to a considerable reduction in battery volume. For both battery technologies, preliminary values of heater power and cooling load were negligible to maintain operating temperatures within design limits. Assuming cell capacity loss is minimal during 1000 cycles of operation at 50% DOD, the Li ion battery technology is clearly preferred over the NiH2 technology from a performance standpoint. PMAD Primarv Voltage EPS design sizing and performance were analyzed for primary PMAD voltage set points of 120-V, 50-V and 28-V. Results are provided in Table 7 . The most obvious effect of reducing primary voltage was a large increase (64%) in power system mass, i.e. from 258 kg at 120-V to 424 kg at 28-V. For most system components, mass increased with decreasing voltage due to higher operating currents, larger voltage drops and larger physical size. In the array, size and mass increased for panels, structure, power hamess and the SADA. For Ph4AD components, the bulk of the mass increase was from the ARU that would require a 3X to 4X increase in the number of shunt channels. Ph4AD cable mass increased as the number of parallel conductors was increased to satisfy increased derated current requirements. For example, the PPU input current increased from 84 Amp at 120-V to 382 Amp at 28-V. Higher PPU currents would also increase the PPU mass not addressed in this paper (tallied with the propulsion system budget).
The only exception to the trend of increasing mass was the battery. Battery mass decreased for the lower voltage cases since it was possible to better match the required cell capacity with commercially available 10 A-hr, 20 A-hr, etc., capacity cells. For example, the 120-V system required a 6 A-hr cell for which a 10 A-hr standard cell sized was specified.
With decreasing PMAD voltage, the required solar array wing area also increased (27%) from 24.9 m2 at 120-V to 31.7 m2 at 28-V. T h e 28-V system had increased voltage losses in the power harness, SADA, PMAD components and cabling. This dictated that array strings operate at a higher voltage relative to the setpoint voltage level.
To satisfy the power requirements, many more array wing strings were required, i.e. from 138 strings at 120-V to 624 strings at 28-V. With this many strings, panel solar cell laydown pattem and string-power hamess integration would become increasingly complex.
To minimize system mass, array area and array wiring complexity, a 120-V power system is a clear winner. In the kture, even better mass performance will be possible using a high-voltage EPS (400-V for Hall thrusters) and "direct-drive" electric thruster operation: that is, using a less complex PPU without a step-up voltage converter36.
Orbit Inclination EPS sizing and performance were analyzed for planar spiraling mission trajectories with orbital inclinations of 51.6" and 28.45'. Results showed that orbit inclination in the range of 28.45" to 51.6' had little impact on EPS design and performance. At 28.45", the EPS mass was about 5 kg more than that at 51.6" primary due to an increase in array mass. A slightly larger array was needed for the 28.45" inclination orbit since the solar cell radiation dose was slightly larger, i.e. more mission time was spent passing through the proton belts. Also, the solar cell operating temperature was slightly higher due to a larger Earth view factor and the attendant higher array backside albedo and infrared heating fluxes.
Impacts to ACS In addition to the high degree of synergism between the EPS and electric propulsion systems, there is a strong synergism between the spacecraft EPS and ACS. Specifically, the EPS solar array wings contribute to the bulk of spacecraft inertia and control the magnitude of environmental disturbance torques and the required roll torques to achieve the "roll steering" flight mode.
To quantify the consequence of array selection on the ACS design, spacecraft maximum disturbance torques3' and roll steering torques were estimated. Contributing disturbances included gravity gradient, aerodynamic drag, thruster misalignment, solar pressure and magnetic in order of magnitude. Orbital momentum accumulation was also estimated. Results are shown in Table 8 for the most demanding part of the mission at a BOL orbit altitude of 400 km.
Predicted roll steering torques were dominant over disturbance torques and consistent with those of Jenkin17. Combined torques were within the torque capability of commercial reaction wheels. Momentum accumulation would be managed via periodic hydrazine thruster firings. Assuming 50 Nm-sec wheels, wheel desaturation would be needed, in the worst case, about 30 times daily at BOL, 12 times daily after mission day 20 (1000 km altitude) and 9 times daily after mission day 50 (5000 km altitude). Over the mission, wheel desaturation would require about 68 kg of hydrazine propellant. Since mission momentum accumulation was dominated by electric thruster misalignment torque, considerable hydrazine mass savings could be achieved using a Hall thruster gimbal system. At the expense of 55 kg of added mass, reaction wheel momentum could be doubled thereby reducing the required frequency of momentum dumps by a factor of 2. Aside from solar array options 4 and 9 that utilize silicon cells (and thus, have large areas and large inertias), there is not a clearly preferred option to reduce ACS mass or complexity.
StJacecraft Benefits from EPS Mass Savings
The RTD spacecraft has a wet mass to dry mass ratio of 1.4. Thus, for every 1 kg saved in spacecraft dry mass, 1.4 kg is saved in spacecraft wet mass. Based on these trade studies, the best possible EPS mass reduction would be to transition from the baseline design to solar array option 7 using a Li ion battery. Tlus would provide mass savings of 101 kg for the EPS and 141 kg for the spacecraft including 40 kg (14%) savings for Hall thruster xenon propellant and 7 kg (14%) savings for VASIMR hydrogen propellant.
Given the RTD spacecraft is launched by the Space Shuttle, spacecraft mass is not a critical design driver. Instead, spacecraft cost is probably the most important hardware design factor. EPS mass savings were mostly obtained by using an advanced technology solar array. Thus, cost savings associated with reduced array size are not likely to outweigh the multi-million dollar development and qualification costs required by an advanced, fust-unit design.
Also, a 14% propellant savings will not appreciably affect the propellant storage and delivery system design or cost aside from a modest savings in xenon propellant procurement cost. Therefore, after this preliminary assessment, it appears that a commercially available EPS design would be the best option from a missiodspacecraft cost standpoint. However, the cost-benefit calculus may dramatically change in favor of a low-mass, high-technology EPS for spacecraft launched with expendable vehicles on high-energy trajectories (inter-planetary missions). Here, mass savings can be a critical cost factor and many times, a missionenabling factor.
Final Baseline ODtions At both ends of the spectrum, two final baseline EPS options should be considered: (1) For lowest cost and lowest risk at moderate mass, a final baseline EPS is the initial baseline EPS: that is, an option 1 rigid panel solar array with cascade GaAs cells, a NiH2 battery and a 120-V PMAD system. (2) For lowest mass, moderate risk, higher cost yet high technology demonstration value, a final baseline EPS design employs an option 7 flexible array with flexible concentrators, cascade GaAs cells, a Li ion battery and a 120-V PMAD system. CONCLUDING REMARKS Several conceptual EPS designs were specified and analyzed with the intent of fulfilling RTD spacecraft and mission requirements while minimizing mass and cost. The spacecraft mission trajectory and the nature of EPS performance through a mission were described. The mass and performance benefits of various power system technology choices was quantified through parametric studies. From these, we concluded that solar cells should be glassed with 10-mil thlck coverslides, Li ion battery' cell technology is preferred over NiH2 technology and a 120-V PMAD offers substantial masdsize savings over lower voltage systems. The impacts of EPS sizing on spacecraft ACS was examined and found not to be discriminatory. And finally, the benefits of spacecraft mass savings in the context of the RTD mission were assessed with the fundamental finding that low cost components are favored over low mass components. In the end, a low-cost, moderate,mass EPS option and a low-mass, moderate cost EPS option were recommended. Microsats Number Mass (kg) Drop-off Altitudes (km) Thruster System Power Input (kW) Hall Thruster Isp ( 2J-E Joltage 
